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The tax effective

REPATRIATION OF
group income

by Joseph Peters, Rima Marlyn Trust & Consultancy group

In The Euromoney Corporate Tax Handbook 2006 I provided an update
on the latest developments, including some new tax planning ideas, of
routing operational cross-border lease payments via the Netherlands, to
avoid or mitigate foreign royalty withholding taxes on such payments.
This year, I should like to highlight possibilities to use the Netherlands
for the repatriation of corporate income which takes the form of
payments for the providing of cross-border technical services and some
new ways to repatriate corporate profits, through intermediate Dutch
holding companies, which may result from the changes the Netherlands
is currently making to its well-known participation exemption, with the
aim to attract more foreign investors.

TECHNICAL SERVICES

Many multinational enterprises tend to centralise their

technical product knowledge and technical support

personnel in only a few subsidiaries. If other subsidiaries

of the group, or customers of those subsidiaries, are in

need of technical support, this is rendered by these

so-called ‘Centres of Excellence’.

In addition, there are many multinational enterprises

who perform cross-border technical services to third

parties as their main income source, like engineering

firms, often in combination with providing hi-technology

equipment to third parties, whereby ‘operators’ are sent

along to handle this equipment.

As a result, cross-border payments for technical

services are a substantial part of the cross-border

payment volume in the world. In my experience, the

potential tax problems with these payments are often

underestimated. Many countries subject cross-border

payments for technical services to a withholding tax,

which is often not, or not fully, creditable in the

recipient company, which is only discovered after the

fact. Like with other taxes, one should involve tax

planning in advance, to avoid surprises and bad

financial results in this area.

Below I should like to explain a workable, yet not

widely-known tax routing for cross-border technical

services payments in order to avoid, or at least

significantly reduce, withholding taxes. 
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Technical service fees in tax treaties

If a country, in a tax treaty situation, wants to retain

the right to levy some residual (withholding) tax on

cross-border technical service payments, it should do so

as part of the royalty article of that particular treaty. This

does not necessarily imply that payments for technical

services are ‘royalties’, nor that the (withholding) tax on

such payments, if made to a foreign recipient, would

have to be a ‘royalty tax’ in the paying country’s tax

system. Often, the taxation of cross-border technical

services payments takes place under a separate tax law.

Nonetheless, the treaty classification will in the end

override the local one.

Technical service fees in Dutch national tax law

A few countries, like the Netherlands, do not levy a

withholding tax on other outgoing payments than on

dividends and interest. For the Netherlands this implies

that there is no definition of ‘royalty’ available in

national tax law, in case the payment comes from a

treaty country (there is a Dutch royalty definition for

incoming payments from certain non-treaty countries

which plays no role in the tax analysis in treaty

situations, however). In the Netherlands, tax treaties

override national law, so an incoming technical service

fee payment from a treaty country constitutes a ‘royalty

payment’ in the Netherlands. Such payments will get the

same tax treatment as other, ‘real’ royalties like the ones

for the use, or the right to use, trademarks, technology,

secret formulas or recipes etc. The same is true for

operational lease payments which, in most tax treaties,

are defined as royalty payments as well, to allow the

treaty partner to levy a residual withholding tax.

The somewhat curious conclusion from all this is, that

the Netherlands has no option but to treat technical

service fees similar to licence fees and lease fees. This

opens up the possibility to set up a Dutch conduit

company to reduce foreign withholding taxes on such

payments even though this is not a real conduit situation.

The Dutch entity is in fact a reinvoicing centre only.

A major question then is, how other countries, the ones

with which the Netherlands has entered into a bilateral tax

treaty, deal with the situation where a Dutch legal entity

would invoice an entity in their jurisdiction for technical

services which were not performed by the Dutch entity

itself, but by other parties. Let’s assume, that the

performing parties are working as subcontractors to the

Dutch entity and do not constitute a permanent

establishment of the Dutch entity in the other treaty State.

In order to retain any rights towards a (withholding)

tax on technical service fee payments, these payments

should, also in these other countries, be brought under

the royalty article of the tax treaty with the

Netherlands. And the standard royalty article, nor any

specific royalty article I have ever seen, stipulates that

the payment which is subject to the local (withholding)

tax must be made for services rendered by the invoicing

party. The payment should be for technical services

rendered, by whomever.

Recent Dutch case law confirms the conduit

company analogy for technical services reinvoicing

It is interesting to take a look at a recent Dutch court

case where the plural chamber of the Tax Court of

Amsterdam was asked to look into a technical service fee

reinvoicing entity, set up by a British publicly listed water

company, to avoid paying the steep withholding tax on

payments for the support of British technical personnel,

provided to an affiliated Philippine water company.

The most interesting part of the case was that it

reveals that the Amsterdam inspectorate called in the

help of the Dutch ruling team (Rotterdam tax

inspectorate) in order to settle a dispute over a transfer

pricing issue: what should the Dutch conduit entity

earn? The taxpayer strongly advocated that this should

only be a finance margin (0.25% of incoming service

fees). However, the ruling team, after investigating the

facts and circumstances of the case, offered to treat the

Dutch conduit subsidiary on the basis of an analogy to

royalty conduit companies. Under the rules of those
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days, Dutchco. would then have to report net taxable

income of 7% on the first €900,000 of service fees

received, 6% on the next tranche of €900,000, 5% on

the next €900,000 and so forth until the minimum

‘spread’ of 2% would have been reached (on any service

fees in excess of €4,500,000). 

The UK group refused to compromise in this manner

and insisted the case went to Court on the basis of a

spread of 0.25% based on British transfer pricing insights

as to what the Dutch conduit entity’s ‘arm’s length’

margin on the mere reinvoicing of the technical service

charges should have been over the years. So in court

they stayed with their primary view of the financing

company analogy, with the ‘subsidiary’ view, in case

their primary defence was dismissed, of only then

accepting the royalty company analogy offered to them

by the ruling team earlier. 

However, the Tax Court of Amsterdam rejected both

‘conduit company’ approaches. In order to mitigate

Philippine withholding tax on the technical services

charges of the group, the Dutch entity, in its agreement

with the Philippine company, was a service provider with

all the business risks associated therewith. No mention

was made of on payment obligations of any kind. These

were arranged in the second agreement of the Dutch

entity, with the UK parent. The court decided that when

agreements are structured in this manner, the finance

company analogy to determine Dutch taxable profit was

entirely inappropriate. But the royalty company

approach, offered by the ruling team, also did not make it.
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The Court made its own transfer pricing analysis, based

on the agreements produced, and rejected the royalty

conduit analogy as this assumed there would have been

no financial risks in the Dutch entity, but the contracts

did not stipulate this clearly enough. In addition, the

Court made it clear that the intermediate offer by the

ruling team, in order to avoid litigation, could not

subsequently be used as a damage reduction tool during

litigation: the offer must be considered withdrawn if a

taxpayer does not accept it.

The case therefore ended in a disaster for Britco. Its

Dutch conduit entity, acceptable as it was, in principle,

to the ruling team and the tax court, was finally assessed

on the basis that a large part of the profits on the

services, despite that these had not actually been

rendered by the Dutch entity to begin with, were

attributable to the Dutch entity. 

Lessons to be learned from this court case

Several conclusions can be drawn from this case:

• the Dutch revenue service and the Dutch tax court

will indeed allow a reinvoicing entity for technical

service fees the same approach as for genuine royalty

conduit entity, provided the agreements in place

reflect the true nature of the Dutch activities;

• transfer pricing is not just a matter of economic and

functional analysis: the contractual and legal realities

(what do the agreements say and what does this

mean under Dutch civil law?) play a role all by

themselves; if agreements do not exclude risks, they

imply risks, even if in reality the risks would have

been absorbed by the parent company;

• an agreement cannot really be interpreted in two

ways in two countries; the court will not disregard

the potential foreign tax interpretation of agreements

when judging their Dutch tax effects;

• nothing in the new Dutch tax rules for conduit

entities seems to forbid that also after January 1,

2006 foreign taxpayers set up a Dutch

reinvoicing centre for technical services fees in

order to avoid or reduce foreign (withholding)

taxes on cross-border technical service fees, as

long as the new Dutch rules are adhered to

(and the agreements properly reflect this); and

• by using a wholly-owned subsidiary in the

Netherlands, this UK group implicitly created transfer

pricing issues which could lead to a disastrous

outcome of the case. Use of a third party reinvoicing

company, a feature not uncommon in the

Netherlands would have rendered a much better

outcome: these are much cheaper to operate both in

expenses as taxwise, and will by definition be able to

avoid transfer pricing issues.

DIVIDENDS AND CAPITAL GAINS/THE REVISED

DUTCH PARTICIPATION EXEMPTION

When considering how to repatriate dividend income to

the parent company in a multinational group long term,

or when planning for potential future corporate

reorganisations, no major multinational should disregard

the possibilities for legal entities in the Netherlands to

receive dividends and capital gains tax exempt under the

participation exemption. However, many countries have

copied this tax planning feature over the last two decades,

and have therefore also been successful in attracting

foreign enterprises and the employment for auditors,

lawyers, controllers and tax experts which accompanies

this process. For the Netherlands, these developments have

been relative setbacks and it was widely felt in my

country that something needed to be done about this by

making the participation exemption more attractive by

broadening its scope and through the removal of

obstacles. But since the exemption has been the subject of

major ‘unintended use’, the Dutch tax authorities felt that

the 2007 revision should tackle this as well.

In May of 2006, the Dutch Underminister for Finance

and as such the highest tax authority in the Netherlands

issued a Bill of Law which should improve the
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attractiveness of the Netherlands to foreign investors and

put the Netherlands back on the map of countries worth

considering in international tax planning. Transition

rules and a grandfathering provision for existing

structures which now meet the criteria, but will fail to do

so after December 31, 2006, have now been added.

Let’s start with some clear improvements. One of the

old rules that will disappear, is that shareholdings

which take the form of passive investments do not

qualify for the exemption. The distinction between

shares in active versus passive investments has never

been easy to draw and has been the subject of many

conflicts between taxpayers and the revenue service.

Surely there are clear cut cases on both outer ends of

the spectrum, but there has been so much grey area in

between that many foreign taxpayers, certainly over the

last decade or so, decided to use other countries with

holding company tax benefits than the Netherlands,

who did not have such (vague) restrictions, like

Luxembourg, Switzerland or Spain.

Another restriction to the exemption, the one on

‘shares held as inventory’ will be abandoned as well, as

taxpayers could easily use this restriction to their

advantage after the Banking Team of the revenue service

issued a less than clever clarification rule after this

restriction was introduced, many years ago.

The Bill is not all good news; there are also some

new restrictions:

The minimum 5% rule

Despite the fact that today’s participation exemption

stipulates that it only applies to benefits which result

from a participation of at least 5% in the shares of

certain qualifying companies, the 5% rule had been

substantially eroded over the last ten years, mainly as a

result of Supreme Court case law. This will now be

undone and taxpayers are well advised to ensure that

shareholdings which have fallen below 5% in the course

of the years are either sold off to other group entities or

brought back to at least the 5% level.

The new look-through rule

The biggest change to the Dutch participation exemption

is no doubt the introduction of a look-through rule.

Under today’s rules, only first tier subsidiaries are tested

for the exemption. What happens ‘underneath’ this entity

has always been invisible to the Dutch tax authorities.

There were no disclosure rules, no notion of

‘participations held by participations’ or any other way

in which the tax authorities could find out what

happened underneath qualifying participations. All the

taxpayer had to prove was that his shareholding in the

first tier entity met the various requirements:

• it should be an investment of at least 5%

• in an entity with capital divided into shares;

• which runs an active trade or business; and

• is subject, in its country of residence, to a tax on

its profits (regardless of rate).

These four rules will not change. However, the

introduction of an entirely new look-through provision

will allow the Dutch tax authorities, for the first time, to

demand from taxpayers to show everything underneath

the first tier subsidiary, as the new rule says: the

participation exemption may nonetheless not be applicable

to a qualifying participation in case this participation in

its turn owns ‘for the most part’, directly or indirectly,

shares in passive entities and/or passive business assets or

is deemed to be involved in passive activities.

The new 10% effective profits tax test for passive

holdings and reclassified holdings

Passive investments will now in principle not be denied

the exemption, except when they are subject to an

‘unreasonably low’ foreign tax rate. This is also true for

reclassified active investments. Whether or not the

participation exemption is denied in both cases, will

depend on the underlying profits tax of that subsidiary: if

it has not been subjected to an average profits tax of at

least 10%, the participation exemption will indeed be

denied and dividends or capital gains realised with such

an entity will only be allowed a credit for the underlying
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profits tax of 5%, unless the taxpayer proves that this tax

was actually higher (somewhere between 5% and 10%).

Under the 10% test, (deemed) passive investments

should recompute their corporate profits under Dutch

profit determination principles (‘Dutch Tax GAAP’), so

the formal foreign tax rate is not decisive: if a foreign

country should charge 12% profits tax but allow for a

permanent difference of whatever kind between the

Dutch profit determination rules and its own, the

permanent difference will be eliminated so the foreign

profits tax will come out lower than 12% and if it falls

below 10%, assuming for a moment there are no other

holdings/assets/activities, the participation exemption

will not apply.

Non-qualifying participations will have to be revalued

every year and value changes form taxable income in

that year, regardless of dividends actually received or

capital gains actually realised. This rule is not new but

will get a lot more emphasis after January 1, 2007.

An interesting, but unanswered question is, what to do

with timing differences between the Dutch profit

recalculation and the foreign profit determination rules.

Can a taxpayer demonstrate that the relatively low tax

he has paid abroad as a result of favourable timing

differences (e.g. capital allowances or other investment

incentives) will, one day, turn around and lead to higher

foreign tax, for which he may provide in the Dutch

income recomputation under a ‘deferred tax liability’?

This would seem logical but the proposed new rules say

nothing about this, nor do the accompanying notes to

the Bill. For real estate investments only, an amendment

has been made to the Bill recently, to avoid adverse

effects from a recent tax law change in the Netherlands:

the limitations on depreciation of commercial real estate.

Compartmenting?

Many taxpayers, under the rules of the past, have

accumulated all kinds of low-taxed passive investments,

assets or activities underneath a qualifying Dutch

participation. After all, there never was a need to disclose

any of this to the Dutch tax authorities: any tax

discussion was limited to the question whether the first

tier subsidiary qualified or not.

Taxpayers may, after December 31, 2006, be asked by

the tax authorities to now disclose the entire sub-

structure, which does not sound attractive, even if one

can defend that no tax consequences should result from

this. Noone wants to show to a tax inspector what kind

of naughty things he has done in the past under then

valid non-disclosure rules as it may affect the taxpayer’s

entire relationship with the revenue service.

In the absence of transition rules, taxpayers might

actually risk having to pay corporation tax in Holland

on income already earned and value increases already

occurred, prior to January 1, 2007 with these sub-

structures. After all, when receiving a dividend or

realising a capital gain after December 31, 2006, from

earnings of years before 2007, the tax inspector can ask

the taxpayer to demonstrate that the benefits received

by the Dutch entity either stem from an active trade or

business or, if not, that the passive income from which

the dividend was paid or the capital gain accrued, was

less than 50% of the participation’s income (only

participations which ‘for the most part’ own passive

assets or are engaged in passive activities will be

reclassified) or that the average underlying tax rate of

the dividend or capital gain, recomputed under Dutch

profit determination principles, exceeds 10%. And

because of the ‘mark to market’ rule for passive

participations with an effective tax rate below 10%, the

tax inspector may even try to assess these sub-

structures under the only CFC rule the Netherlands

knows: annual revaluation and taxation of non-

qualifying participations.

This potential outcome has most certainly not been

intended by the Ministry of Finance. It has spotted the

issue but deals with it in a rather laid-back manner: the

accompanying notes to the Bill say that a taxpayer may

use the so-called ‘compartmenting method’, to distinguish

between profits accrued before January 1, 2007 and those
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after that date, to keep the first ones untaxed under the

old participation exemption rules. The trouble with this –

seemingly very positive – statement is, that the

compartmenting theory of the Dutch Supreme Court,

developed in the famous 1987 Sanofi-Labaz case, dealt

with the issue of how to treat dividends from

participations which first qualified for the participation

exemption but got reclassified at a later stage because the

shareholding sank below 5%: in such cases the taxpayer

may continue to claim the participation exemption on

any dividends or capital gain parts, attributable to events

from before the reduction in his shareholding. However,

compartmenting has never been applied by the Supreme

Court in case a participation no longer qualified due to a

change in law, so one may well ask the question whether

this is eligible for ‘compartmenting’ in the first place,

despite the clear analogy.

A second issue is that compartmenting is a workable

tool for dividends received, but not for capital gains, both

of which fall under the Dutch participation exemption.

In my view, the accompanying notes to the Bill on

compartmenting are very thin ice to skate on and it must

be hoped that a formal guidance, e.g. in the form of a

so-called Resolution on what the Ministry intended, will

be added to the Bill. The grandfathering rule, allowing

taxpayers to restructure before December 31, 2008 is also

quite welcome, given the time it may take to restructure

a group’s assets below a first tier Dutch participation.

After all, no one but the taxpayer knows what lies below

and this may be a lot more difficult to restructure than

the Dutch tax authorities anticipate.

Joseph Peters MBA is Managing partner at

Rima Marlyn Trust & Consultancy group in

Rotterdam. For further information, please

telephone +31 (10) 201 0820 or

e-mail: jos@rimatax.nl
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